ORGANIZATIONAL AND CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION: RELATIONSHIPS, COMMUNITY, INVOLVEMENT, LEARNING

Pre-Convention Workshop
Program # 121  1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Friday, April 2, 2004  Marriott 305

Learn about our journey from what was to what can be: the transformation of our Division of Student Affairs and our university’s culture, employing insights from contemporary scholarship, traditions of a leading order of Roman Catholic educators, and principles that may be employed at any institution, from the analyses that prompted our initiative to the assessments that indicate we are on course.
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PRINCIPLE-CENTERED CHANGE: ONE UNIVERSITY’S STORY

Sponsored by ACPA Commission I – Administrative Leadership
Program # 241  10:30 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.  Saturday, April 3, 2004  Convention Center 111B

(An abbreviated presentation based upon the April 2 Pre-Convention Workshop.)

LONG DAYS’ JOURNEY INTO LATE NIGHT PROGRAMMING

Sponsored by ACPA Commission IV – Student Involvement
Program # 533  1:00 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.  Sunday, April 4, 2004  Convention Center 109B

The degree to which campuses report decreasing attendance at activities scheduled during what once were considered prime hours (i.e., early evening), even for high quality events, should not be surprising. Unfortunately, this is often the case, and students’ schedules seemingly skew later every year. Learn about our efforts to build a series of late night/weekend programs, activities, and services, with emphasis on the processes of building a coalition, securing funding, and designing the series, as well as lessons learned.
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